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Abstract: IP Telephony recently finds a lot of attention and will be used in IP

based networks and in combination with the existing conventional telephone system (PSTN). There is a multitude of competing signaling protocol standards,
interfaces and implementation approaches. A number of basic functions can be
foiind throughout all of those, though. This includes the addressing of Grticipants using symbolic naines, the iiegotiation of connections and their Parameters
as well as the dedicated handling of data streams by means of QoS signaling
activities. Thus, a generic abstraction hiding underlying protocol specifics is
very desirable and useful. DMlF - as part of the MPEG approach towards distributed inultimedia Systems - forms a general and comprehensive framework that is
applicable to a wide variety of multimedia scenarios.
In this paper we describe a more generalized and abstract view to basic IP
Telephony signaling functions and - on the example of mappings for H.323 and
SIP - show how these caii be hidden below a common DMIF interface. This will
allow for the implementation of interoperable applications and a concentration
on communication functionality rather than protocol details. We expect that tliis
will also allow for better exchangeability, interoperability and deployability of
emerging signaling extensions.
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1 Introduction
IP-Telephony applications are considered to have a huge econornic potential in the
near future. Because cornpanies and Service providers Start to consider it to be getting
ready for carrier-grade usage, it rnay also speed up the deployrnent of state-of-the art
QoS, security and billing components in local as well as in the backbone networks.
Though IP-Telephony might be Seen a s (just) a specific application today, it is part of
an ever ernerging Scene of rnore general rnultirnedia applications. Considering the high
dynarnics and rnultitude of concurrent approaches in signaling protocols, interfaces
and irnplernentations, a consistent and cornprehensive frarnework can speed up developrnent, allow for faster, better and rnore generic irnplernentation as well a s for the
interoperability, exchangeability and re-use of modular cornponents.

2 IP-Telephony Signaling Protocols and APIs
IP-Telephony signaling protocols are used to establish a conversation cornparable to a
classic telephone call using an IP infrastructure. Typical applications and scenarios are
recently based on different protocol suites. Mainly, there are two major approaches the H.323 [5][6] protocol farnily and the Session Initiation Protocol SIP [3] with a
changing distribution and relevance. Though today, a high percentage of applications
and scenarios is still H.323 based (and we will therefore initially focus on it), it is supposed that in the near future the use of the SIP protocol may increasc [2][12]. Both
protocol types will even be usable together with appropriate gateways [13]. Additionally, the close interaction with the existing PSTN on the basis of interacting media
gateways plays a very important role. For that domain, protocols like MGCP [ I ] 1
H.248 [4] that describe the interaction towards the PSTN SS#7 [I I] and rnay use both
H.323 and SIP for signaling within the IP telephony world are under recent development and standardisation.
Figure I describes a scenario in which different cornponents are used together. It is
considered to be representative for coinmon operational areas and rnay slightly be
adapted to individual other configurations.
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Fig. 1. Deployment of IP-Telephony services

Basically there is an agreement about the important role of central-cornponent-rnediated cornrnunication ( e . g using a H.323 Gatekeeper or SIP ProxyRedirect-Server) for
a not just ad-hoc usage of IP Telephony applications. The use of such a central cornponent allows for symbolic addressing of initially unknown participants in different
administrative zones, adrnission control and a coordinated interaction with infrastructure cornponents such as media gateways or firewalls. Adequate signaling protocols
should thus Cover those tasks and integrate both the communication between end systerns as well as the interaction with those central cornponents.

2.1 Signaling based on the H.323 Protocol Family
The H.323 protocol suite compromises a variety of cornrnunication relationships,
which are handled via dynarnically negotiated channels for a number of H.323 protocol cornponents such as RAS, Q.93 1, H.245. These use Protocol Data Units that are
encoded as described in ASN.1 specifications. Though the H.323 protocol sujte has
proven to provide the intended comrnunication services especially for usage in LANs,

it is considered to be complex, not easy to extend and having a considerable signaling
overhead (measured by round trips at communication setup) that can not be neglected
in a global environment.

2.2 Signaling based on the Session Initiation Protocol SIP
The Session Initiation Protocol SIP has initially been used as a protocol for Multicast
applications and provides generic control functionality. Its basic operations which are
directly related to call setup are Registration of participants and Redirection or Proxying of Control Data Traffic. This allows to access telephony services through single
points of contact, may hide infrastructure aspects and is also applicable for building
hierarchies.
Additionally to its primary function, SIP allows to control call proceeding and additional services in a very generic, efficient and extensible manner, e.g. by means of Call
Processing scripts. SIP protocol functionality can be provided either by centralized
components but also at "smart" end System nodes. Over the last period of intensive
work, SIP has emerged towards the core protocol of a comprehensive framework,
addressing additional features such as QoS support, firewall interaction and call routing as well.

-

2.3 Application Interfaces TAPI and JTAPI
The Microsoft Telephony API (TAPI) [I01 has been developed in a joined effort by
Microsoft and Intel and is provided as part of Win9x and WinNT. Its target is it to isolate features of the underlying hardware from the applications by means of a standard
API as well as to specify a Telephony Service Provider Interface that the underlying
services have to meet. It supports basic CTI applications like automated dialing but
starting wilh the TAPI version 3.0 under Win2000 involves sophisticated features such
as IP-Multicast-Conferencing, a H.323 stack and Interactive Voice Response functionality as well. Inherently it is limited to the Windows plattform though and does not up
to now Cover SIP, though protocol descriptions state that it provides powerful means to
incorporate new protocols or protocol extensions as so called Third Party Service Providers.
The Java Telephony Application Programining Interface (JTAPI) [I41 is an object-oriented interface that allows the development of portable telephony applications in Java.
It uses a modular approach that places additional functionality, so-called extensions,
on top of a common JTAPI core. The API itself just describes interfaces which have to
be implemented for the underlying hardware or protocol infrastructure. As a current
drawback it must be stated that there is still only a small though rising number of
JTAPI peer class implementations.
Both APIs have current limitations and are inherently targeted at telephony services.
We do not consider JTAPI or TAPI as comprehensive alternatives or competitors to our
approach - they can even be combined with it or provide services.

3 The abstraction Framework
3.1 MPEG and DMIF
MPEG-4 [9] is a new inultirnedia standard that is rnuch more powerful and comprehensive than the previous MPEG standards. To begin with i t provides an object-based
description of content, which can be both naturally captured and Computer generated.
Though the term MPEG-4 is often associated with the specification of a Set of video
codecs working with individual visual objects, the standard is rnuch niore comprehensive.
Arnong others, MPEG-4 defines the Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework
(DMIF) [7][8]. DMIF is a frarnework that abstracts and thereby encapsulates the delivery rnechanisms from the applications. As an example, multimedia applications rnay
require access to data from either a local hard disk, a dedicated network node or even a
multi- or broadcast data source. DMIF provides a unique API to the applications,
through which they can request content or services. They don't have to "worry" where
those data are physically located or services are provided nor to cope with the details
of the underlying transmission scheme or signaling protocol.
The frameworks API, called DMIF Application Interface (DAI), works with Universal
Resource Locators (URLs), which specify the appropriate delivery rnechanism. URLs
can also specify the required network protocol, which provides a protocol abstraction
for the applications. Additional Parameters of a connection such as e.g. Quality of Service (QoS) requirements can be passed as arguments through this generic interface as
well. DA1 is language and platform independent. A basic description of its primitives
is given in Table I .
Primitive

Description

DAI-ServiceAttach

Allows the initialisation of a service session with a
reinote peer, specified with a URL.

DAI-ServiceDetach

Allows the termination of a service session.

DAI-AddChannel

Allows the establishment of end-to-end transport channels in the context of a particular service session.

DAI-RemoveChannel

Allows the replacement of existing transport channels.

DAI-UserCommand

Allows the application-to-application exchange of messages.

DAI-SendData

Allows the transmission of meclia in the established
channels.
Tab. 1. DMIF primitives and functionality

Additionally, DMIF defines an informative DMIF-Network Interface (DNI) for the
network related scenarios. DNI allows for the convenient developrnent of cornponents
that can easily adapt their signaling rnapping to different protocols.

3.2 Framework Architecture
Before we define the basic objects of our architecturc, it is important to identify main
use cases, which are required by IP Telephony applications. Basically a User should be
able register himself in the "IP-networked world", to enable its location and identification for other particpants. After that, it is possible to receive calls or to originate them
to remote Users. So, in a necessarily limited scenario there are three main use cases,
which are shown in Figure 2, using a UML use case diagram. As an example for an
additional scrvice, we here refer to the signaling for ensuring the desired QoS.
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Fig. 2. Basic Use Cases

From the analysis of the use cases we derive the architecture of the proposed framework. It is shown in Figure 3, using a UML class diagram.
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Fig. 3. Framework Architecture

In our framework the DA1 is implemented with two interfaces, DMIFSession and
DMIFApplication. The first provides the Set of methods that are offered to the applica-

tion from the DMIF layer, while the former is the Set of callback functions for the
DMIF layer to inform the application about events and messages. The DMIF layer is
provided to the applications through the DMIFFilter. Its responsibility is to parse application requests and to activate the appropriate DMIFInstances to handle them. In our
proposal, the DMIFInstances are formed of two different objects: the CallReceiver and
the CallMaker, The CallReceiver object initially allows the User to register. It is then
responsible for the acccptance of incoming calls as well as for their handling. The
CallMaker executes the requests for outgoing connections. Both CallReceiver and
CallMaker behavior is independent of the used signaling protocol. They communicate
with the appropriatc signaling object using the DNI interface. Specific implementations of signaling protocols are the SIPComm object, which uses the SIP protocol and
the H323Comm object, which uses the H.323 protocol Suite.

4 Framework Usage Scenarios and Protocol Mappings
After having identified basic fiinctions we now show how calls can either be received
or originated using both H.323 or SIP as the underlying signaling protocol. The protocol details are hidden from the applications which use the Same interface and primitives in any of the cases. They - using the appropriate URL identifier - just have to
specify which one of the available protocols should bc used .
4.1 Registering and receiving calls using H.323
In this scenario, the IP Telephony Application (IpTelAppl) uses the H.323 protocol to
register the participant and enables him to accept calls. The sequence of protocol steps
is shown in Figure 4, using a UML sequence diagram. It should be noticed that the
DA1 interface is used between the IP Telephony application and the DMIFFilter and
the DNI between the CallMaker and the H323Comm object.
The IpTelAppl attaches to the local Gatekeeper, by using the DAI-ServiceAttachReq
primitive, where it can pass the address of it, if it is known. The DMIFFilter, parses the
passed URL and activates a CallReceiver object to handle the details of the operation.
The CallReceiver may inquire at the local H323Comm object about the location of the
Gatekeeper, if its address is not already specified, using the DNI-SessionSetup primitive. In this case the local H323Comm object broadcasts a rcquest to locate the Gatekeeper. After the Gatekeeper has been identified, the CallReceiver object reqliests from
the H323Comm object to register itself at the local Gatekeeper. The local H323Comm
object is completing the request, by exchanging one inore pair of messages with the
Gatekeeper (RRQ and RCF). After the successful completion of the registration task, a
handler to the CallReceiver is returned to the IpTelAppl for further usage.
Suppose that later, another H.323 terminal wants to call thc IpTelAppl. It can obtain
the address of the local H323Comm object from the Gatekeeper. Then, it can submit a
Setup message to the local H323Comm object to request the establishment of a new
Session. The IpTelAppl is informed about this request from the CallReceiver object.
The IpTelAppl instance can then decide to accept the new call and the local
H323Comm object requests admission from the local Gatekeeper (ARQ and ACF mes-

Fig. 4. Registering and receiving calls - H.323 scenario

A number OSH.245 messages Sollow in order to exchange the capabilities of the two
terminals. Then, an Open Logical Channel (OLC) message is sent to request for a
media channel. The CallReceiver indicates this to the IpTelAppl (DAI-AddChannelInd), which confirms it. Fiiially, the local H323Comm object sends an acknowledge to
the remote H.323 terminal. The last procedure might be repeated for more media channels.

Fig. 5. Registering and receiving calls - SIP scenario

The IpTelAppl requests user registration with the DAI-ServiceAttach command. The
DMIFFilter therefore creates a new DMIF Instance, the CallReceiver to handle the registration and possible future calls. A CallReceiver requests from the SIPComm object
to establish a connection with the SIP location sever. The SIPComm object sends a
REGISTER message to the Location Server to Store its location information for future
incoming calls. The handler returned to the IpTelAppl is used to proceed future interactions.
Later, when a new INVITE message is received from the SIPComm object (Client
instance), the IpTelAppl will be informed. It then can either confirm the acceptance of
the incoming call or reject the new invitation. In the case of acceptance, a SIP 200 OK

response is replied to the caller, and the call is established after the final ACK is
received.

4.3 Call Setup with H.323
In this scenario, the IpTelAppl wants to setup a call to a remote H.323 terminal. It is
shown in Figure 6, using a UML sequence diagram. Only the most important and relevant (to the DMIF layer) H.323 messages are shown.

Fig. 6. Originating calls - H.323 scenario

The IpTelAppl calls the DAI-ServiceAttachReq to originate a new call. It passes the
URL of the remote participant for symbolically addressing the intended communication Partner. The DMIFFilter parses the request and creates a new CallMaker object to
handle the details of this operation. It requests the session setup from the local
H323Comm object, which communicates with the Gatekeeper to request for admission

to place the call and to address the remote party (ARQ and ACF messages). Then, the
CallMaker calls the DNI-SessionAttach primitive to request the establishment of a
new session with the remote terminal from the local H323Comm object. A set of messages is exchanged between the two H.323 Peers, cornpromising both 4.931 and
H.245 protocol elements. At the end, the IpTelAppl receives a positive response.
Once the connection is established , the application may initiate the setup of additional
media channels with the DAI-AddChannelReq primitive. The local H323Comm
object is negotiating the channels with the rernote H.323 terminal (OLC and OLC Ack
inessages). This procedure is repeated between the two terminals for every media
channel.
4.4 Call Setup using SIP
In this scenario, the IP Telephony application is Setting up a new call, using the SIP
protocol. No specific details of the protocol are required frorn the application.
: CallMaker

Fig. 7. Originating calls - SIP scenario

It just constructs an appropriate URL, which denotes the intended usage of the SIP service. The scenario is shown in Figure 7, using a UML sequence diagrarn.

The IpTelAppl requests from the DMIFFilter to attach with the requested remote participant. The symbolic address of the reinote user is passed as a SIP URL with the
appropriate Parameters. The DMIFFilter creates a new CallMaker object to handle the
signaling task Tor this new call. The CallMaker interacts with the SIPComm object
(Client instance) to establish the call (if TCP is used) with a SIP proxy or redirect
server, using ihe DNI-SessionAttach primitive. The Client has to locate the appropriate SIP proxy or rcdirect server first to request the remote user. After the (successful)
connection with the server a response is given back to the IpTelAppl, with a handler to
refer to the Same objects for later requests.
The next step for the IpTelAppl is to add a voice channel, for example, with the remote
user. IpTelAppl calls the DAI-AddChannel primitive from the DMIFFilter to request
for a channel with specific QoS, if this is supported from the underlying network. The
previously created CallMaker object is identified and is requested to handle the new
request. The CallMaker maps the Application QoS to the Network QoS and it calls the
DNI-AddChannel primitive to ask the SIPComm object to request for a new channel
with the remote user. SIPComm, interacts with the SIP proxy and redirect server to
locate and invite the remote user, using the INVITE message. In the basic Scenario, it
will receive a positive SIP response (OK 200), and will complete the invitation with the
SIP ACK message.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In the paper we have proposed a framework based on DMIF and possible mappings for
common IP Telephony signaling operations. We are not developing yet another implementation for one of the emerging signaling Standards but we try to find,a generic
approach by identifying basic functionalities. The approach fits well with the recent
functionality of established signaling protocols while being flexible enough to also
incorporate changes or cope with even new protocols. Though we have concentrated
on describing Scenarios involving end Systems, it is applicable for the development of
infrastructure components using a variety of signaling protocols as well.
We consider our framework feasible and intend to implement it using different underlying protocol stack Software thus enabling applications to use the described interface
and to have means for the evaluation of its performance and implementation- as well as
runtime-overhead.
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